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The distinctive features

There are fifteen consonants and four vowels in the

inventory of phonemes necessary to specify the lexical

entries in Capanahua. Both the consonants and the vowels

form asymmetrical patterns when charted articulatorily

:

Articulatory Chart of the Consonant and Vowel Segments

Bila- Alve« Alveo- Pal* Velar Pharyn- Laryn-
bial olar palatal atal geal geal

Stops
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and n; and the glides w and y. Since h occurs only in word

initial position before vowels and vowels never occur ini-

tially unpreceded by h or another consonant, h can be re-

garded as a predictable redundancy * The vowels are i, a,

close o 9 and high back unrounded I e

For the consonants of Capanahua, the simplest so-

lution for the lexicon requires the specification of 68

features in the inventory for non-vowel phonemes • This is

achieved by marking b, r, m e n as liquids and w, y, ? as

glides • The next best solution,, marking only b and r as

liquids f requires 71 features

„

Solution Io Parsimonious arrangement of non-vowel phonemes:

68 features

ptk^css^brmnyw?
ens ++++++++++++---
voc --------++++---
std ---+++++
nas - - + -fr-

ont --. + ++ + + -

emp -- + - + - + +

grv + - - + + -+«,- +
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Solution II. 71 features

ptk^cmns&'^bryw?
ens ++++++++++++---
voe ----------. + + ---
cnt -----+ + + 4-+ + + -

std ---+ + --+ + +

emp --+-.+ -+ +

grv + - + - +~~ +

flt - +

b can be regarded as a resonant because It patterns

with r differently from the obstruents and glides. Ob-

struents form consonant clusters with nasals and continuant

stridents, but b and r do not. The obstruents and nasals

may occur morpheme final, but b and r do not. Only b and r

occur with a glottal onset in initial position, and the

nasalization of vowels is weakened before b and r.

It is possible to treat w and y as vowels in the

underlying forms and allow a rule to change their vocalic

feature to non-vocalic early in the P rules. Since w and y

occur only preceding vowels, and there would be no sequences

of four vowels such that the two central ones would be o and

i f the rule would change o and i to the respective glide in

the case that a vowel or juncture preceded and another vowel

followed

:

n - w ' % -«

Sequences such as boo f hair, f ^oo •green, 1 $oo 'wind, 1 koo

f sap f
f ?oa •that, 1 $oa •fat, 1 poa * potato , * koa •spear, f
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?oi 'rain,' koi 'chin' would be unaffected. Forms beginning

with a vowel cluster would undergo the rule:

oina wina f to paddle 1 olot wlot 'to hang on 1

iaoiS yawis 'armadillo 1 oa?o wa?o 'mud'

?aoin ?awin •wife 1 oai wai 'garden 1

baoin bawin f catfish 1 oaon waon 'crybaby 1

?ioi ?iwi 'stingray' ilnl yln$ 'grasshopper'

?oio ?oyo 'to suck' iaoa yawa 'boar'

baoa bawa 'parrot' iama yama 'none'

?ioI ?iwl 'heavy' iaia yaya 'mother-in-law'

iobl yobl 'shaman'

Apart from other considerations this treatment would

permit some savings in the lexicon since ? could then be

specified by just the two features [-ens,, -voc], a saving of

one feature for every occurrence of ?.

However, h would then have to be specified in the

lexicon because vowel-initial words that should otherwise

have an h redundantly specified would turn up with aw
instead of h:

oina hoina 'to breathe' (minimal pair with 'to

paddle' above)

oyo
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oit hoit 'to hang suspended 1

oo hoo 'yes 1

There will therefore be no savings effected in the

lexicon because ? will again need three features, the vowels

will require four each (the same as w and y) t and in addition,

h will have to be specified with three features for each

occurrence. The solution eliminating w and y from the

systematic phoneme inventory therefore achieves no economy

of feature specification. In addition, the treatment of h

as a redundancy is more economical because though h occurs

only initially, it occurs before all vowels and has a

higher frequency in the lexicon than initial y and w combined.

It is clear, of course, that only one of the glides

can be predicted in. It would be circular to try to predict

first h on the basis of w and y, then y and w on the basis of

h. Otherwise the first to be predicted in would cover all

vowel-initial forms, leaving no case where the second could

be inserted.

Finally, it should be observed that instead of h, ?

can be considered to be predictable in initial position.

Its frequency of occurrence initially is about the same as h.

But while the savings effected in cutting out the features

needed to specify ? initially would then be the same as for

h, there would be no concomitant reduction of features

necessary to specify h, y, w elsewhere, since ? would not

be completely removed from the inventory. There would still

need to be an extra feature each for y and w as shown below,
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in addition to the four needed for h.

h w y ?

ens

voc - - - -

cnt + + + -

emp + - -

grv + -

Apart from economy, the very limited role of h in

the language with its limited initial occurrence and fre-

quent deletion in the surface string makes it seem that to

consider h predictable is a more valued generalization than

predicting w, y f or ?. The simplicity metric supports this

intuitive judgement by showing that the treatment of h as

redundant is the most economical.

A sampling of the lexicon indicates that for every

100 entries, 52.5 Per cent of the phonemes are consonants,

glides, or liquids and 47.5 per cent are vowels. The

phonemes have the following frequencies of occurrence.

consonant per cent of phoneme occurrences in the lexicon

p
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1

consonant per cent (continued)

m 4.00

n 7*30 vowels per cent

b 3o86 a 17,90

r 2o00 i 10.72

w 2,29 I 8.8?

y 2.00 o 10.01

? ^-55 ^7.50

(h 2.14)

52.50

Apart from the economy effected by morpheme structure

rules, therefore, the distinctive features chosen will achieve

maximal simplicity in the lexicon if the stops and nasals

are marked by the lowest possible number of features at the

expense of the number marking the strident group, for the

stridents have a much lower frequency of occurrence. This is

what Solution I does. Apart from economy achieved by ex-

ploiting redundancies, for every 100 phoneme occurrences in

the lexicon Solution I will specify an average of 214.8

consonantal features.

Solution II specifies the lexical entries with an

average of 226 .4 consonantal features for every 100 phonemes.

The irregularity of the features needed to distin-

guish the sibilants leads one to suspect that one of them,

perhaps & or 4 » comes from an underlying cluster. There

are no sequences sr, sr, sn, sr in the lexicon, so that

either & or $ might be derived from sn or sr. But treating
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£ or ^ as a cluster would create a unique cluster in initial

position with a consequent loss of the redundancy exploitable

by the MS rules, since the prediction could no longer be

made that if the first segment is a consonant, the second

is a vowel. The cluster treatment would also produce the

unique instances of triple clusters in medial position. It

would require one less feature to specify the occurrences of

£ or &, but the economy would be offset by the need to

specify the other consonant in the cluster. Assuming that

& were considered to be a cluster of sr, every specification

of s p & „ and § would require the following number of features

:

s £ Sr total

unitary 12.35 8.58 12.84 33-77

s + r

cluster 12*35 7.15 Sol. I 12.35 8.56 boM
» » Sol. II 12.35 6.42 38.27

The cluster treatment would allow the MS rules to effect a

savings of two features [+cnt 9 +std] predictable for the

first member of every sr cluster, but this would be more

than offset by the loss of the redundancy predicting that

the second member of a cluster is always [-voc]. The

cluster treatment is therefore the less economical.

Solution I regards & as having an underlying compact

form [x] and makes a neater chart. It is suggested by his-

torical evidence but offers no advantages in the grammar by

putting x in a natural class with some other segments.

Solution II uses the flatness feature to distinguish & from j£.
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In corresponding more closely to the phonetic reality,

Solution II obviates the need for a late phonetic rule con-

verting x to s,

Vowels

Two vowel solutions, A and B„ were tested and re-

jected because they turned out uneconomical and unable to

compete with solutions C and D in capturing the generaliza-

tions in the morpheme structure rules. A, suggested by

comparative evidence „ interpreted 1 as having an underlying

form e. B distinguished i and I from a and o by a dif-

fuseness feature:

A ieao B ilao
grv - - + + dif + + - -

cmp - + + - grv - + - +

Solutions C and D competed closely both in capturing

significant generalizations and in economy.

Solution Cs a i I o Solution D: i o I a

syl + + + + syl + + + +

cmp + - - - per + + - -

grv - +.+ dif + ~

fit - + fit - +

13 features 12 features

In Solution C I and o are distinguished by graveness

from i and from one another by the flatness feature.

Solution D utilizes peripheralness to separate i and I

from o and a. The 3! is differentiated from i by the
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diffuseness feature and o from a by the flatness feature.

Solutions C and D correspond closely to the phonetic fea-

tures so that late feature-changing rules are unnecessary.

Comparing the vowel solutions as to economy, D

requires 190.32 features per 100 phoneme occurrences in the

lexicon, against 190. 98 for Solution C e Apart from the MS

rules, therefore, Solution I (with D for the vowels) would

give the greatest economy in the lexicon. Nevertheless

Solution IIC will be the one used in the following rules

because overall it is the best solution.
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